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FOREWORD 

This paper "A model for an electromotive force generator in the 

magnetosphere : a source of discrete auroral arcs" has been presented at 

the Agard Meeting on "The Aerospace Environment at high altitudes and its 

implications for spacecraft charging and communications" held in The 

Hague (The Netherlands) from 2 to 7 June 1986. It will be published in 

the proceedings of this symposium. 

" AVANT-PROPOS 

Ce texte "A model for an electromotive force generator in the 

magnetosphere : a source of discrete auroral arcs" a été présenté au 

Meeting Agard intitulé "The Aerospace Environment at high altitudes and 

Its impl1natinns for spacecraft oharging and oommunicationo" qui 3'eat 

déroulé à La Haye (Pays-Bas) du 2 au 7 juin 1986. Il sera publié dans les 

comptes-rendus de cette réunion. 

VOORWOORD 

Deze tekst : "A model for an electromotive force generator in the 

magnetosphere : a source of discrete auroral arcs" werd voorgesteld 

tijdens dè Agard Meeting over "The Aerospace Environment at high altitu-

des and its implications for spacecraft charging and communications" die 

gehouden werd in Den Haag (Nederland) van 2 tot 7 juni 1986. Hij zal in 

de verslagen van de vergadering gepubliceerd worden. 

VORWORT 

Dieser Text : "A model for an electromotive force generator in the 

magnetosphere : a source of discrete auroral arcs" wurde vorgestellt 

während der Agard Tagung über "The Aerospace Environment at high altitu-

des and its implications for spacecraft charging and communications" der 

stattgefunden hat im Haag (Holland) von 2 bis zum 7 Juni 1986. Er wird in 

den Mitteilungen dieser Konferenz herausgegeben werden. 



A model for an electromotive force generator in the magnetosphere : 
a source of discrete auroral arcs 

(*) ( **} ( * ) M. Roth , D.S. Evans and J. Lemaire 
( *) 

Institute for Space Aeronomy, 3 avenue Circulaire, B-1180 Bruxelles, 
Belgium (**) 
Space Environmental Laboratory, NOAA, 325 Broadway, Boulder 
CO 80303, USA 

Abstract 
We present results obtained from solving Maxwell's and Vlasov's 

equations to obtain the electrical structure of the sheath which separa-
tes magnetospheric particle populations of different densities and 
temperatures. It is shown that for reasonable magnetospheric plasma 
populations an electric potential difference of several kilovolts exists 
across such a boundary. This potential can serve as the necessary EMF for 
the auroral current circuit. The co-location between a magnetospheric 
plasma boundary and a discrete aurora is a natural consequence of this 
picture. 

Résumé 
Afin d' obtenir la structure électrique de la couche de transition 

séparant des populations de particules magnétosphériques de densité et de 
température différentes, nous présentons des résultats obtenus en 
résolvant les équations de Maxwell et de Vlasov. On montre que pour des 
populations typiques du plasma magnétosphérique, une différence de 
potentiel électrique de plusieurs kilovolts existe au travers d'une telle 
transition. Ce potentiel peut servir de force électromotrice nécessaire 
au circuit électrique auroral. Une conséquence naturelle de cette image 
est que la couche frontière de plasma magnétosphérique et l'aurore 
discrète se trouvent sur une même ligne de force. 



Samenvatting 

Teneinde de elektrische structuur van de overgangslaag te bekomen die 

verzamelingen magnetosferische deeltjes van verschillende dichtheid en 

temperatuur scheiden, geven we hier resultaten die bekomen werden bij het 

oplossen van de vergelijkingen van Maxwell en Vlasov. Er wordt aangetoond 

dat voor typische families van het magnetosferische plasma een 

potentiaalverschil van meerdere kilovolts bestaat doorheen zo' n 

overgangslaag. Deze potentiaal kan als elektromotorische kracht optreden 

voor de aurora-elektrische stroomkring. Een natuurlijk gevolg van dit 

beeld is het feit dat de limietlaag van magnetosferische plasma en de 

discrete aurora op een zelfde krachtlijn liggen. 

Zusammenf assung 

Um die elektrische Struktuur der Ubergangsschichte zu bekommen der 

die Sammlungen magnetosphärischen Teilchen von verschiedenen Dichtigkeit 

und Temperatur trennen, geben wir hier Resultaten bekommen nach Lösung 

der Gleichungen von Maxwell und Vlasov. Es wird gezeigt dass fUr typische 

Familien des magnetosphärischen Plasmas ein Potential-unterschied gibt 

von mehrerem Kilovolt kindurch solch eine Ubergangsschichte. Dieses 

Potential kann wie elektromotorische Kraft auftreten notwendig für die 

aurorale eletrische Stromkreis. Eine naturliche Folge dieses Bildes ist 

dass die Grenzschicht von magnetosphärischem Plasma und der diskreten 

Aurora auf einer selbsten Kraftlinie liegen. 
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1. Introduction 

It is generally believed that discrete auroral arcs arise because of 

magnetic field-aligned potential differences which energize and 

precipitate magnetospheric electrons while retarding positive ions, so as 

to create a limited region of very much enhanced and electron rich energy 

flow to the atmosphere. It is further believed that this field-aligned 

potential difference occurs as a result of a source of electromotive 

force (EMF) located in the magnetosphere, remote from the atmosphere, and 

a three-dimensional current system which threads this source of EMF and 

the ionosphere by means of currents along the magnetic field connecting 

the two regions. The coincidence that often occurs between the location 

of a discrete auroral arc and what appears to be a boundary between two 

differing magnetospheric plasma populations suggests that a cause and 

effect relationship may be present (Ref.1). 

We believe that the magnetospheric D.C. generator which drives the 

current in the auroral circuit results from large potential differences 

produced at the interface between hot plasmasheet clouds and the cooler 

magnetotail background plasma. 

In section 2, a kinetic model describing these potential layers will 

be described. It is based on a kinetic theory of tangential 

discontinuities . (TD). Results are obtained from solving Maxwell's and 

Vlasov's equations to give the electrical structure of the sheath which 

separates particle populations of different densities and temperatures. 

Parameters of the model and boundary conditions will be specified in 

section 3 for a typical magnetospheric potential layer. In section it 

will be shown that, for reasonable magnetospheric plasma populations, an 

electric potential difference of many kilovolts exists across such a 

boundary. This potential can serve as the necessary EMF for the auroral 

current circuit, as will be shown in the conclusions of section 5. 
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The analog of this magnetospheric D.C. generator is the contact 
potential difference produced at the interface between two metallic 
conductors at different temperatures. There are also other devices and 
mechanisms to produce, both in the laboratory as well as in space, large 
potential differences and to drive currents ; e.g. the dynamo effect 
resulting from the motion of a conductor or of an extended cloud of 
plasma in a direction perpendicular to the ambiant magnetic field. In 
this case, the electric field is equal to the convection electric field 
and extends over the whole volume of the moving plasma. Unless the latter 
moves with a velocity larger than the uncommonly value of 100 km/s, this 
convection electric field does not exceed 4 mV/m in a magnetic field of 
40 nT. Charge separation thermoelectric field can however have larger 
values (100 - 200 mV/m) but it will be shown that they are confined in 
much thinner layers at the edges of plasma .i rregul ari f.1 rs. 

2. A kinetic model of the magnetospheric D.C. generator 

Equilibrium configurations of TD in collisionless plasmas have been 
discussed by a number of authors in the context of thermonuclear 
containment (Refs. 2, 3, 1, 5, 6). Models of TD were also developed to 
describe the microscopic structure of current sheets in space plasmas. 
Kinetic theories were elaborated for the purpose of explaining the 
structure of the earth's plasmapause (Ref.7), of current sheets in the 
solar wind (Refs. 8, 9, 10) and of the terrestrial magnetopause (Refs 11, 
12, 13, 11», 15, 16). 

The model developed by Roth (Refs. 14, 17) considers the structure of 
steady-state TD in a collisionless magnetized plasma with multiple 
particle species. It includes changes in magnetic field intensity and 
direction, plasma bulk velocity, composition, temperatures and 
anisotropies. It is not restricted to exactly charge-neutral layers. In 
some cases, the role of collisions as prime mover for the dissipation is 
played by wave-particle interactions which determine the stability and 
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thickness of the current layers (Refs. 13, 1*0. However, a simplified 

version of this model, a slightly modified version of Sestero's model 

(Ref. 5), is sufficient to describe the potential layer involved in the 

auroral circuit. 

It is a very good approximation to consider that the radius of 

curvature of the current layer is much larger than its characteristic 

thickness, which is of the order of a few ion gyroradii. Although the 

plasmasheet is rarely in a steady-state, the assumption of stationarity 

is made and is justified by the fact that the structure of the potential 

layer does not change significantly over the characteristic period of 

time required for an Alfven's wave to cross the transition. Therefore, 

steady-state, unidimensional plasma current layers are considered which 

are parallel to the (y-z) plane of a cartesian coordinate system. All 

plasma and field variables are assumed to depend on the x-coordinate, 

normal to the layer. The magnetic field (B) is oriented along the z-axis 

while the electric field (E) is parallel to the x-axis. The assumption 

that B does not change direction across the transition is reasonable, 

since the direction of the magnetospheric field at the plasmasheet cloud 

boundary does not change significantly. On both sides of the layer, it is 

also assumed that each plasma species is at rest with identical 

asymptotic temperatures. The asymptotic temperature of a given plasma 

species is however only significative on one side of the transition, 

since the corresponding number density will always vanish on the other 

side (see further, table I). Of course, inside the transition, the number 

density, mean velocity and temperature of the particles are generally 

changing. If restricted to a two-components hydrogen plasma, with a 

common asymptotic temperature for electrons and protons, identical on 

both sides, the model considered here would be identical to the one 

developed by Sestero (Ref. 5), for which neither electrons nor protons 

were allowed to have a vanishing number density either at x = -« or at 

x = + 0°. 
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Because of the orientation of E and B, the z-velocity component for a 

charged particle is a constant and we are therefore free to consider the 

motion of this particle to be in the (x-y) plane. In this plane, a 

charged particle has two constants of motion : 

• 1 2 2 

1) the energy : H = — m (v^ + v y ) + Ze(|>(x) 

where Ze is the charge of a particle with mass m 

(e = 1 .6 x io~ 1 9c) and <f>(x) is the electric potential. 

2) the y-component of the generalized momentum : p = mv y + Zea(x) 

where a(x) is the vector potential (oriented along the y-axis). 

Because z is an ignorable • coordinate, the velocity distribution 

function can be considered as a function of x, v x and v y . On the other 

hand, any function of H and p, F(H, p), is a solution of the steady-state 

Vlasov equation. To evaluate moments of F, we have to transform the (v x > 

v ) plane to the (H, p) plane. Each half of the (v x, v y ) plane 

corresponding to v x < 0, is mapped into the same domain, given by : 

- °° < p < + 00 

H S H < + 00 

o 

with a 

H Q(p; x) = Ze<j>(x) + (p - Zea(x)) (1 ) 

The energy equation can also be written as 

H = \ m v x
2 + ^ (p - Zea) 2 + Ze<(. = \ m v ^ + H Q(p, x) (2) 

From equation (2), it can be seen that the motion is that of a particle 

in the potential well H . This means that the entire motion of a particle 

with constants H and p lies within the bounded interval on the x-axis 

determined by H (p, x) < H. This means that all particles are trapped in 

this model. There are no "free" particle able to escape at + «. F(H, p) 
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can be chosen as arbitrary functions of their arguments and depend no 

longer explicitly on x. However, the number of trajectories with a given 

H and p determines the number of particles on the x-interval determined 

by HQ (p , x) S H. . 

A 

Consider the following distribution function (Ref. 5) for a given 

plasma species : 

where C^ , C 0 are arbitrary 0) constants and n(H) a Maxwell ian 

distribution given by : . 

where T is the asymptotic temperature of the particle species 

(assumed to be identical on both sides of the layer) and a is a parameter 

which has the dimension of a number density. 

From equations (3) and C D , the number density (n) and the current 

density (oriented along the y-axis) can be computed as a function of <j> 

and a. It is found : 

F(H, p) = 6(p)n(H) (3) 

with 

6(p) = C if p in ]-(sign Z)», 0] 

= C_ if p in [0, + (sign Z)»[ 

(sign Z = + 1 , if Z > 0 

= - 1, if Z < 0) 

(it) 

(5) 

(6) 

where erfc is the complementary error function 



+ 0» — Y* 
erfc(u) = -7- f e 

- /ir •'u 
dx 

and RB is a constant given by 

RB = (7) 
Z 2e 2 . 

with R and B being some characteristic Larmor radius and magnetic 

field, respectively, i.e., 

RB = R1 B1 = R 2 B 2 (8) 

Here R 1 and R 2 are the characteristic Larmor radius at x = and x = 

+» .respectively ; while B1 and B 2 are the characteristic magnetic 

fields at x = -» and x = +®, respectively. 

The Maxwell's equations to solve are 

d i £ = _ e _ f z(v) (v) ( 9 ) 

dx2 o v=1 

= _ ' I j(v) (10) 

dx2 v=1 

where £ and p are the vacuum permittivity and permeability, 
o o , _ _y 

respectively (e = 8.854 x 10 F/m, p Q = x 10 H/ra) and s, the number 

of particle species. 

The electric field, (E,0,0) and the magnetic field (0,0,B) are 

derived from potentials, i.e., 

E = - (11) 
dx 

B = ̂  (12) D dx 
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The magnetic and electric structures of a transition are then 
determined by solving the system of differential equations (9) to (12) 
with n ^ and given by equations (5) and (6) respectively. This can 
be achieved by numerical methods using a Hamin*s predictor-corrector 
scheme. However, to obtain the electric potential <J>, we have replaced 
Poisson's equation (9) by the quasi-neutrality approximation. 

f Z ( v )n ( v )(a,*) - 0 . . (13) 
v=1 

This approximation holds if the charge density, proportional to the 
Laplacian of <{>, is found much smaller than the charge density associated 
with the positive (or negative) particles. Each time this condition is 
fulfilled, a self-consistent potential is obtained. To solve equation 
(13) we have used Newton's method of successive iterations. 

As moments of arbitrary order (such as temperature, pressure tensor, 
energy flow vector...) can also be determined analytically as a function 
of <j> and a (Refs. 14 and 17), a complete description of the microscopic 
structure of the current sheet can be achieved. It could also be shown 
that the well-known pressure balance condition across the layer resulting 
from the law of momentum conservation is retrieved in all cases. 

3.The potential layer 

vThe temperature 6(x) and density n(x) of each plasma species vary 
across the potential layer separating the hot plasmasheet cloud at x = -« 
from the cooler background magnetotail plasma at x = +». This layer has 
plasma boundary conditions characterized by 8 plasma parameters as listed 
in table I. 

These plasma parameters correspond to two interpenetrated hydrogen 
plasmas with different characteristics. In Table I, the upper indices -
and + refer to electrons and protons, respectively, while the lower 
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TABLE I 

species n(-~) n(+°°) C1 C 2 

esh Tsh Nsh 0 1 0 

-1 . et t; > 0 n; - 0 .1 

+1 Psh Ts^ NIh 0 1 0 

+1 Pt T+t 0 Nt 0 1 

(eV) (cm 3) (cm 3) 



indices sh and t refer to the plasmasheet cloud and background magneto-

tail particles, respectively. The values of the parameters C 1 and C 2 are 

also given in this table. From equation (3), it can be seen that they are 

consistent wwith the fact that the plasmasheet cloud (/magnetotail) 

particles are absent- on the magnetotail (/plasmasheet cloud) side. 

To obtain the number densities for this potential layer, let us first 

define : 

R ^ V 1 ' -K2
<UHU) "-<U) 

From equations (5) and (6), the number densities (n) for each species 

can be written down. 

n ; = 1 exp (-4-) erfc (G) (14) 
sh 2 sh -

sh 

n" = 1 «7 exp erfc (- G_) ' - (15) 

C- C. L rp _ 

1 r t 

sh sh 

„: = \ a* exp (- erfc (- (17) 
t , C. \j rp p 

t t 

-3 
In equations (14) through (17), 4> is in volt, T in eV and a m cm . 

Let us now choose the electric potential at x = equal to zero, i.e. 



• 1 = <t>(-°°) = o (18) 

Then the parameters a in equations (11!) through (17) can be seen to be 

related to the asymptotic densities and to the value of <J> at x = + » 

(<(>2). Taking into account of the plasma neutrality at x = _+ » 

N s h = N s h = N s h " ( 1 9 ) 

• N; = N+t = N t (20) 

one obtains (assuming that B > 0, so that G(-«) = ; G(+«) = +») 

a~ u = = N v, <21 > sh sh sh 

- ^2 + ^2 a. exp ( — ) = ot exp ( -) = N (22) 
T T t t 

From equation (22), it can be seen that or (J>2 can be chosen as 

an arbitrary parameter. In the following section, we will describe a 

potential layer corresponding to a value of equal to 0 V. The plasma 

and magnetic field parameters for that layer are listed in table II, 

where B , denotes the value of the magnetic field at x = -», i.e. deeply 
sh 

inside the plasmasheet cloud. 

Numerical results 

The numerical programme is based on the theory developed in this 

paper, it determines the vector potential a and the electric potential <f> 

by solving the Maxwell equation (10) as well as the equation describing 

the quasi-neutrality approximation (13)- Furthermore, this programme 

computes the moments of the velocity distribution functions, which have 
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TABLE I I 

0-.5 2500 0 . 5 12000 0 . 15 800 0 . 1 5 3000 40 . 

- 3 - 3 - 3 - o 
cm eV cm eV cm eV cm eV nT 



been determined analytically in terms of a and <f> up to the third order 
(Refs. and 17). It also computes the magnetic field B (Eq.12), the 
electric field E (Eq.11) and associated charge density, thus leading to a 
complete description of the internal structure of the layer. Equations 
(10) and (12) form a system of two differential equations of the first 
order for a and B, which has been integrated numerically by using a 
Hamin's predictor-corrector scheme (Ref.18). In practice, one starts 
integrating with a large negative value of "a" so that the asymptotic 
moments of the velocity distribution functions at x = are reached. i 

Figure 1 illustrates the case of a potential layer for which <j>2 = 0. 
It can be seen that two different scale lengths characterize the structu-
re of the transition. At both ends, the ion gyroradius (R+ = 280 km) is 
the representative scale length, while the electron gyroradius 
(r~ = 3 km) dominates the middle of the transition. This very thin 
structure - about 4 electron gyroradii thick - is mainly an electron-' 
dominated layer, i.e., a layer dominated by the electron current. This 
layer is illustrated in panels of the 2nd and 4th columns. 

^Panels of the 1st and 3rd columns illustrate the characteristics of 
two much thicker transitions, dominated by the ion current. These 
ion-dominated layers are separated by the thin electron-dominated layer 
located near x - 0. In the panels describing the two ion-dominated layers 
located at both ends of the sheath, the lack of continuity that apparent-
ly occurs in drawing the curves does not represent a true or mathematical 
discontinuity. The numerical computation was really performed from 
x = -x to x = +x (x >> 1 R +) and the integration step was adjusting o o o . 
itself to sharp variations in a and B as a result of the Hamin's procedu-
re. Actually, the structure of the very thin electron-dominated layer 
could not be displayed on the much larger scale of the ion-dominated 
layers and, on that scale, has been removed for more clearness. 
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Figure 1 : Structure of a potential layer for which <J>
2
 ~ <J>

1
 = 0 V. 

Boundary conditions are given in table II. At both ends of this 
potential layer (see panels of the 1st £nd 3rd columns displayed 
on the R

+

 scale), the ion gyroradiu3 (R = 280 km) is the repre-
sentative scale length, while the middle of the transition, (see 
panels of the 2nd and 1th columns displayed on the R scale) is 
dominated by a very ttiin structure, whose scale length is the 
electron gyroradius (R = 3 km). Note that the structure of this 
very thin electron-dominated layer, centered near x = 0 can not be 
displayed on the much larger scale of the adjacent ion-dominated 
layers and, on that scale, has been removed for more clearness. 
See text for details. 
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For both kinds of layer (displayed side by side), from top to bottom 

and from left to right, figure 1 illustrates respectively : the electric 

potential (<J>), the electric field (E^ = E), the relative charge 

separation (dQ/Q = - [e d2<J>/dx2]/n+e), the electric field in the plasma 

frame (E = E + C B , where C is thé plasma bulk velocity), the x x y z . y 
electron (e) and proton (p) average velocity (Vy), the quantity A 

corresponding to the threshold for the lower-hybrid drift instability 

(Ref.19) [A = | V+ - V | /U+ where U + is the average thermal ion speed : 
+ + + y • y y 

U = (k9 /m )2] ; the electron (eg^) and proton (Pg^) densities (n) of 

the plasmasheet cloud particles, the electron (efc) and proton (pfc) 

densities (n) of the magnetotail background ; the total electron 

(e)/proton (p) density (n), the temperature (0) of each plasma species 

(i.e. for the electrons (egh) and protons (Psh) of the plasmasheet cloud 

as well as the electrons (e ) and protons (p^) of the magnetotail 

background) ; the temperatures (8) of the electrons (e) and protons (p), 

obtained by averaging on both electron and proton species, respectively ; 

and finally the magnitude of the magnetic field (B = B). z 

From figure 1 , it can be seen that the potential difference on both 

sides of the electron-dominated layer is about 1350 V (see panels of $ 

displayed on both ion and electron scales). The charge separation 

electric field normal to the surface of the plasma sheath has a peak 

value of 220 mV/m inside the electron-dominated layer (see panel of E x 

displayed on the R-scale) but does not exceed 2.5 mV/m inside, the 
+ 

ion-dominated layers (see corresponding panels displayed on the. R 

scale). Note the large ion velocity jets of more than 500 km/s inside the 

ion-dominated layers (see panels of Vy displayed on the R scale). These 

jets are parallel to the plasma sheath and perpendicular to the magnetic 

field and occur on a scale length of about 300 km. As might be expected, 

these ion jets represent the main contribution to the electric current in 

the ion-dominated layers. In these layers, the neutralizing electrons 

have guiding centers penetrating further than the ion guiding centers, + 
towards the "sides of lower density" (towards x = 0 R and towards 
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. . + 

x = 5 R ). This gives rise to negatively charged layers near x = -1 R 
and x = +1 R+ (see panels of dQ/Q displayed on the R+ scale). At these 
locations, a positive electric field (- 2mV/m) sets up (seie panel of Ex 

displayed on the R + scale) which tends to reduce further the charge 
separation. As a consequence, for several hundred kilometers, this weak 
charge separation electric field accelerates the ions in a direction 
normal to the sheath, towards the "sides of lower density". Thesp ions 
are finally deflected transversely by the magnetic field just as they 
attain a maximum kinetic energy (near x = 0 and x = 0.5 R ). Therefore, 
tjie ions acquire a large transverse velocity (Vy) parallel to the sheath 
(- 500 km/s) that greatly exceeds that of the electrons (see panel of Vy 

displayed on the R + scale). Note also that, in the two ion-dominated 
layers located at both ends of the potential layer, the density gradient 
is parallel to the potential gradient (see panels of n and <f> displayed on + 
the R scale). 

On the other hand, a narrow jet of electrons is found inside the 
electron-dominated layer (see panel of Vy displayed on the R scale). 
This jet has a peak value of more then 10,000 km/s and represents of 
course the main contribution to the electric current in the 
electron-dominated layer near x = 0. In this layer (see panels displayed 
on the R~ scale), and quite similarly to the classical Ferraro 
magnetopause (Ref.20), the positive ions tend to penetrate^more deeply 
towards the "side" of lower density (towards x - + 4 R ) than the 
electrons. This produces a strong polarization electric field (see panel 
of E displayed on the R~ scale) perpendicular to the magnetic field and 

X —' —* . 
a layer of positive charges between x = - 0.5 R and. x = 2.5 R (see 
panel of dQ/Q displayed on the R~ scale). The strong electric field near 
x — 0 opposes the charge separation to maintain the quasi-neutrality. The 

electrons are accelerated by this strong electric field in a direction 
normal to the sheath and are finally deflected transversely by the 
magnetic field just as they attain a maximum kinetic energy, a fraction 
of the thermal energy of the ions from the plasmasheet cloud. Therefore, 
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t̂ hese electrons acquire a very large velocity (V ) parallel to the sheath 
10,000 km/s) that greatly exceeds that of the ions (see panel of Vy 

displayed on the R scale). 

It is also interesting to note that E^ takes large values, even in 
the ion-dominated layers (~30mV/m). This means that the ideal MHD 
approximation is not applicable here, otherwise E^ = Ex + CyBz should 
vanish. In the electron-dominated layer, (see panel, of Ex anc( E^ 
displayed on the r" scale), E^ ~ Ex and the electric field (Ex) is mainly 
a charge separation electric field. 

The ion-dominated layers are seen to be stable, at least with respect 
to the lower-hybrid drift instability. Indeed at both ends of the 
potential layer (see panel of A displayed on the R+ scale), the quantity 
A is everywhere less than 1, the corresponding threshold. However, the 
thin electron-dominated layer, near x = 0, is highly instable since 
A » 1 (see panel of A displayed on the R~ scale) and likely to produce 
large amplitude electrostatic wave noise. These waves can then interact 
with the electrons by changing their pitch angle distribution. As a 
result of this wave-particle interaction, the initially anisotropic 
electron velocity distribution becomes more isotropic and the electron-
dominated layer tends to broaden. 

Note also the diamagnetic effect (see panel of Bz) due to the surface 
current around the plasmasheet cloud. The decrease of the magnetic 
pressure inside the plasmasheet cloud is, of course, balanced by an 
equivalent increase in the kinetic plasma pressure inside the cloud, as 
the magnetic + kinetic pressure does not change across the sheath. 

Finally, it is important to see that the relative charge separation 
(see panels of dQ/Q) is smaller than 2% within the electron-dominated 
layer and smaller than 3 X 1 o"6 in the adjacent ion-dominated layers. 
This confirms a posteriori that charge-neutrality is satisfied to a very 
good approximation. This confirms also that the solution for <|>(x) is a 
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satisfactory approximation for the electric potential distribution 

throughout the whole transition. A test has also been made to check the 

yalidity of the charge neutrality equation (13). This equation was then 

replaced by : 

I Zn(a,<)>) = n +e (23) 

where e was chosen to be the maximum value of | dQ/Q | obtained from figure 

1 . It was found that the resulting electric field was not significantly 

different from the one obtained in figure 1 , even in the very thin 

electron-dominated layer. 

5. Conclusions 

The electric potential (<f>) and electric field (E x) structures of a 

potential layer are illustrated in figure 2 for different values of 

^2 ~ tl = ^2' f°r d i f f e r e n t values of the electric potential 

difference across the sheath (+ 3500 V, 0 V, - 1650 V and - 3500 V). The 

left-hand side panels characterize the ion-dominated'layers, located at 

both ends of the potential layer, while the right-hand side panels 

pertain to the thin électron-dominated layer, near x = 0. The boundary 

conditions are the same as those given in tablé II. As for figure 1, the 

structure of the very thin electron-dominated layer near x = 0 is not 

displayed on the much larger scale of the ion-dominated layers (left-hand 

side panels). 

It can be seen that one can generate a wide variety of electric 

potential (and electric field) structures. These layers are illustrative 

examples for a magnetospheric EMF source. It is important to note that 

<j)(x) is not constant, even when <|>2 - t)̂  = 0. The large perpendicular 

electric fields generated across the thin electron-dominated layers will 

be smoothed irreversibly by the wave-particle diffusion mechanism 

mentioned in the previous section. When mapped down in the ionosphere, 
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Figure 2 : Electric potential C<f>> and electric field CE) structures 

for different values of (+ 3500 V, 0 V, - 1650 V and 
v2 

- 3500 V). The left-hand side panels characterize the ion-domina-

ted layers, located at both ends of the sheath, while the right-

hand side panels pertain to the thin electron-dominated layer near 

x = 0. Boundary conditions are given in table II. As in figure 1, 

the structure of the very thin electron-dominated layer near x = 0 

is not displayed on the much larger scale of the ion-dominated 

layers (left-hand side panels). 
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these large perpendicular magnetospheric electric fields, must drive very 
large Pedersen and Hall electric currents through the resistive 
ionosphere. Tl̂ ese currents are dissipated by Joule heating and this leads 
to enhance tjie local electric conductivity. The large potential gradients 
(1-2 kV) applied across the magnetospheric potential layers are then 
dissipated as the ionpspheric resistance becomes vanishingly small. 
Magnetospheric potential differences (EMF) perpendicular to magnetic 
field lines become then field-aligned potential differences accelerating 
auroral electrons downwards along auroral arc magnetic field lines. To 
aliment this source of auroral electron precipitation it is necessary, 
however, to maintain the electron-dominated layer unstable for the whole 
life time of the discrete auroral arc. Therefore, the plasma layer must 
constantly be reforming, for instance by convection of the plasma cloud 
'surfing' earthward in the ambiant magnetospheric background. 

The characteristic scale of variation of the electric potential is 
the average ion Larmor radius for the broadest structure of a 
magnetospheric potential layer ; i.e. 500-800 km. Its extent projected in 
the ionosphere is however 30 times smaller, i.e. 15~30 km. This corres-
ponds almost to the typical latitudinal width of a discrete auroral arc. 
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